
Creating a Comprehensive Innovation Strategy for Your 
Company



What is Innovation Strategy?

Strategic work is the exercise of managerial imagination and 

judgment in under-determined business situations and doubt is 

the practicing strategist’s most defining characteristic—the 

awareness of uncertainty. Strategizing is the judgment or 

imaginative response to what is NOT known, to the surprising, 

unexpected, incomplete, or illogical nature of what arises 

through our practice.”

J.-C. Spender
Strategy Author and Visiting Professor ESADE

It’s NOT

→ Specific futures and insights

→ Which leaders and managers

→ What tools and processes

→ How good your innovation outcomes are

It IS

→ How you build your ability to understand the future

→ How you find and teach leaders

→ How you construct and evolve your innovation system

→ How you measure and adapt for better outcomes

Innovation Strategy is the determination of how you 

execute the enterprise’s strategy in the face of future 

uncertainty.

Your innovation strategy is an explicit plan 

for how you create and evolve your 

innovative capacity – how you build the 

capacity for change and adaptation



A Distinct Innovation Strategy

Situation
Futures. How uncertain is your future? How do you 

know?

Winning Claims & Guiding Principles
How do we need to expand our core? What are the 

key areas of focus for new opportunities?

Priorities & Gaps
Where does our current portfolio get us? What are 

the key strategic gaps?

Alignment & Coherent Action
How do we create an enhanced culture and 

structure for change and adaptation?
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to surface 
uncertainties

Forces 

Scenarios 

Forecasts

Places to explore –
hunting grounds

Ecosystems

Themes

Platforms

New offerings that 
fulfill growth 
objectives

Health

Align
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Changing 
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process

Assessment

Intent

Change

Creating an 
innovation 
mindset

Leadership

People

Competencies

Creating an 
innovation 
organization

Roles & Rights

Relationships

Funding

Creating an 
innovation 
system

Methods/Tools

Infrastructure

Management

Signals & Sources: What to attend to and where to look
Predict & Monitor: Making forecasts & seeing what’s occurring
Insight & Action: What the signals mean and when to act

Metrics: How good is your innovation capability
Comparison: What others do, what you expect
Insight & Action: What our behavior means and what to do



Left Half of Canvas

What is our framework for understanding 
how the world is changing and how do we 
develop, change and execute within this 

framework?

• Futures – How do we develop futures that 
are useful to us and then use them 
effectively?

• Domains – How do we identify domains 
where we need to explore for new 
opportunities?

• Project Portfolio – How should we allocate 
resources to thrive in our future world?

Futures Domains
Portfolio 
Projects

Outward Looking



Right Half of Canvas

What is our model of how we behave as a 
company and how do we need to evolve?

• Culture – What leadership, people and 
competencies do we create and develop 
(and how)?

• Structure – What organization and 
resources do we need and how do we 
improve it?

• Process – What methods, tools and 
techniques do we create and develop? 

• Change Initiatives – How do we change as 
a company?

Culture Structure
Change 
Initiatives Process

Inward Looking



Base of Canvas

• How do we see what’s happening in 
the world that is significant to us?

• How do we track the futures we 
think are plausible to see if they are 
happening?

• How do we act on what we are 
seeing?

• How do we measure the 
effectiveness and value of our 
innovation efforts?

• How do we extract and disseminate 
the insights that drive innovation 
efforts?

• What actions do we take to evolve 
our innovative capacity?

MeasureSense



What the Innovation Strategy Canvas is Good For

A tool to help evaluate and create a 

comprehensive innovation strategy.

A way to plan for future uncertainty.

A mechanism for integrating outward-

looking and inward-looking efforts.

A checkpoint in launching new projects 

and initiatives.

An input into corporate business strategy



Assess Your Innovation Strategy

Take a free assessment of your 

company’s innovation strategy at

www.theinovogroup.com/ISA

A Small Sample of Assessment Questions

→ We periodically conduct futuring exercises as part of 

our routine business planning

→ We have a managed process to update our set of 

domains

→ Our leadership’s innovation culture is sufficient to 

achieve our company’s vision

→ The way innovation is funded by the company is well 

defined, documented and adhered to

→ We have a clear portfolio design, with a % of 

projects in each segment, that we strictly follow

→ We have a clear vision of how our company will be 

different in 5-10 years

→ The information we get from our sensing system is 

widely disseminated and used in innovation 

activities

http://www.theinovogroup.com/isa/


The Inovo Group

For more information, check out the innovation strategy 
resources on our website, or send Larry an e-mail.

With Inovo as collaboration partner and 
guide, clients transform their offerings, 
cultures and innovation capabilities.

Larry Schmitt
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan
P: +1 (734) 604-3887
E: lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

http://www.theinovogroup.com/?s=futuring
mailto:lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

